
Dan Grimm is an unwavering constitutional conservative and grassroots activist.  Long before he even 
knew what a PC was, he cofounded the grassroots organization “Valley Conservative League” (VoCaL) in 
2004.  Dan served on the Executive Board of LD19 (now LD10) from 2007 – 2010.  Dan first joined the 
EGC as a member-at-Large in 2008, along with VoCaL cofounder Tom Husband as MCRC Chair, striving 
to wrest control of the Republican Party from those complacent leaders too satisfied with the status quo! 
As Secretary, Dan has documented the actions of the EGC’s monthly meetings, Executive Committee 
meetings, and Executive Session meetings where PCs were held accountable for their failure to uphold 
their oath in support of Republican Candidates! 
Over the years, as Member-at-Large and volunteer, Dan has organized multiple Statutory and Mandatory 
Meetings for the MCRC, served as Credentials Chair for the AZGOP, and volunteered to fill whatever role 
was asked to further the cause of the Republican Party. (Just look for the guy with the BIG Green Hat!).  
Dan has a degree in Electrical Engineering from Penn State and an MBA from the University of 
Phoenix.  He has forty years of experience in Semiconductor manufacturing from Silicon Valley to Arizona 
working for companies that kept their manufacturing here in the United States. 
The MCRC awarded Dan the Reagan Volunteer Award, as well as the Lincoln Lifetime Achievement 
award.  In 2015, Dan received the AZ GOP Goldwater Volunteer of the Year Award.  Dan also served on 
the Executive Board of the East Valley Tea Party from 2013 – 2016.  
Systems don’t solve problems, people do! Dan is a team player, who works with others to provide 
constructive, results-based solutions.  Dan believes more in doing than shouting and will lead by example 
in his role as Secretary of the MCRC.  Vote for Dan Grimm! 

 


